
Space Planning Your Office 
Made Easy



Have you reached a point where you have outgrown your office space, or are expanding 
or changing the way you work or even beginning a new venture? All of these provide 
the perfect opportunity to create a working area that promotes productivity in a happy 
and healthy environment.

Whilst lovely furniture and fittings help with a great atmosphere, getting the space 
planning right is the foundation for achieving success.

To start, you need to have an up-to-date organogram that accounts for every member 
of staff, including those who historically have not had a desk to sit at. This includes 
cleaning or maintenance staff, receptionists, security and caterers where necessary. 
Don’t forget to add in for expansion! 

Group people by departments, - as it’s easier to account for everyone and in most 
cases, those groups of people sit together. Show reporting structures. Consider 
proximity relationships – which departments need to be close to others for ease of 
work flow. 

Take into account special requirements such as store rooms, stationery rooms, 
printing rooms, filing rooms or areas for special equipment for each department
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Reporting relationship regarding everyday work issues.
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Mavis Mabhato
Marketing Assistant

Admin x 6

Security
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PA
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Projects x 4
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PA
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x 2

Marketing Support 
& printing x1



Consider the depth of the building and where your main passageways will be.  
These need to be 1500mm wide to comply with the SA fire regulations. Don’t forget 
to keep access to fire escapes clear. Often these main passageways are along the 
column line and the core structure (staircases, lifts & bathrooms).

Consider the information technology (IT) infrastructure and if you will require a 
room for your server. These generally need to be secure, without windows and 
need adequate airconditioning units to keep the room at a required temperature. 
Consider if your company is on more than one floor, will you require patch rooms?

Will there be Wi-Fi in your building? Wi-Fi helps with mobility so that staff with 
laptops can use other rooms or facilities with ease, when required.

Consider access to power points. For instance, there may be power skirting along 
the perimeter of the building and this will affect where you place your workstations 
for easy access. If no power points are supplied, you may need to use power poles 
or power panels.

Consider where the plumbing points are as you need to place tea/coffee 
areas close to these points. You may also consider placing these break away spaces 
with access to patios or balconies. If so, is the plumbing close enough to facilitate 
this?

Consider using the space that doesn’t have natural light for store rooms, print 
rooms, and server rooms.

One of the first questions you need to ask is what type of office design best suits the 
working processes and the culture of your company? Should all employees have their 
own desks or can they share? For instance sales people may not be in the office much 
and may just require a touch down station for the couple of hours they are in the office. 
Would employees need a closed (cellular) office or would an open-plan environment 
be much better for communication? If you decide on a largely open plan solution, 
remember to provide other work spaces for tasks that require intense concentration. 
Every company is different and has different needs. You need to make the decision 
about what will work best for the different teams within your company.

Consider placing workstations near natural light (windows) as this will aid employee 
wellbeing. 

If you have some employees who require very little noise to carry out focus type work 
for most of their day, it is wise to place their workstations away from high traffic routes 
so they remain uninterrupted.
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Consider the building footprint and infrastructure
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Consider the people that will use the space
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Almost everyone has varied work for some part of the day, whether it be time spent in 
meetings, focus work versus general task work, visiting suppliers, strategising, making 
phone calls etc. Different work areas need to be available for different tasks.

Types of workstations

Benching

One of the most space efficient and popular layouts for workstations is known as 
Benching, resembling the long benches of the industrial age. A common size of the 
individual desks that make up the bench is a 1600mm x 800mm, rectangular desk, 
grouped together in clusters of 4, 6 or 8. This is the most space efficient layout of desks, 
but it is important to note that these open plan mass packs (packed to capacity), need 
to be supported with auxiliary spaces such as collaboration rooms, meeting rooms, and 
telephone rooms and focus rooms. 
 
Whilst benching clusters generate team collaboration and information sharing, it is 
important to realise that sometimes employees need other areas to work in to perform 
different work tasks. The opportunity to choose a different location empowers an 
employee to fulfil the task at hand to his/her best ability. For instance, if an employee 
needs to focus on a set of accounts or a special project, moving into a quiet zone such 
as a focus room or library, allows him or her to concentrate and get the task done 
undisturbed.

The space plan above shows a benching type layout in clusters of 6, with storage units in-between the clusters. Allow 
1200mm of space from behind the workstation to the storage unit.

An example of benching by Herman Miller, showing Ethospace workstations clustered together in a group of 6
http://www.hermanmiller.com/products/workspaces/individual-workstations/ethospace-system.html
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A space plan showing benching clusters with storage next to each desk

This formation of benching from Teknion, has low storage on the side, with a seat cushion for those short, off-the-cuff 
conversations with a colleague. Longer conversations should be moved to a meeting space so that surrounding colleagues are 
not disturbed. This is part of good office etiquette. 

Note how the workstations are placed next to natural light, so all personnel can share the lovely view. 

http://www.teknion.com/eue/products/product-details?productLineId=2b4e336e-8e7a-673b-a6c8-ff00004460c4

Bench workstations with side storage

There is another way to lay out the storage of bench clusters and that is to put the 
storage unit next to each desk instead of behind them. This doesn’t take up more floor 
space. For all options of workstations be aware of the space needed for people to sit in. 
From the desk edge where the user sits, allow 1200mm open space behind the desk. 
So between two bench clusters, there will be 2400mm of free space.   
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120° Workstations

These boomerang shaped workstations are grouped in threes and create a layout that 
is less symmetrical than benching. The clusters can be linked together creating dog-
bones or winding, geometric shapes. They take up more space but are great for work-
ers who need 2 or more computer screens or those that have paper intensive work and 
need to spread their documents on the desk. They are also great for team work.

3 

Herman Miller’s 120° workstations create a less formal setting for a team

http://www.hermanmiller.com/products/workspaces/individual-workstations/layout-studio.html
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Spine Workstations

Central spine storage units between desks, creates partial privacy whilst housing files, 
books, stationery or accessories. This is a good way to bring power to workstations 
through channels within the spine system.

This example of Herman Millers Layout 
system, is flexible with furniture parts that 
are able to be moved and reconfigured 
to suit different layouts. Don’t build high 
storage units as this defeats the purpose 
of open plan and eliminates the connected 
feel. There is a delicate balance between 
hiding behind a unit and providing a feeling 
of “my space”. You still want some form of 
connectivity.
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http://www.hermanmiller.co.uk/products/storage/stem.html
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https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/30/fa/13/30fa13c4afac7b7c49151435564e2b80.jpg

Bench & Collaboration Workstations

In this space planning solution, soft seating is included within the desk arrangement.  
An environment like this would be great for teams that need to have internal meetings 
and chats throughout the day, these meeting pods can also be easily swopped out for 
more desk space as the team expands.

5 

Teknion’s District Panel 
System shows another 
version of storage as a 
spine. It provides visibility 
in the middle units

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/30/fa/13/30fa13c4afac7b7c49151435564e2b80.jpg
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Traditional Core Workstations

It would be remiss not to mention the traditional core desks. Whilst providing great 
surface area for work, they take up more space. Most tasks today don’t require as 
much space. It has a deep core for the older, deep computer screens or monitors that 
were once in use. With flat screens today, this corner depth is unnecessary, however 
some forms of work require this formation as seen in OFS’s Discovery 4 way cluster. 
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Herman Miller’s 
Public Office Landscape 
is a lovely example of 
visitors seating next to 
the workstation for the 
team of 4 to have a quick 
discussion.  

The distance between the 
workstations helps to aid 
acoustic privacy but it is 
important to keep voices 
down in all open plan 
situations.

http://www.hermanmiller.com/products/workspaces/individual-workstations/public-office-landscape.html

http://www.ofsg.co.za/product/discovery-4-way-cluster-unit-screens-desk-height-pedestal/
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How much space do the different workstations require?

We did a little exercise using 187m² of space to show you how much space is needed for 
the different styles of layouts. As this only covers an area in open plan, don’t forget that 
you need to add additional space for the support rooms. The number of workstations 
are shown in orange. 

Main passages need to be 1500mm wide in accordance with fire regulations, so 
always take this into account, if you are playing with layouts yourself.
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Areas that support open plan environments

The open plan has proved to be a great way to build team communication and 
facilitate the transfer of knowledge, but there are times when employees need to be 
able to break away and spend time concentrating on something on their own, work in 
teams, collaborate on an idea or have a cup of coffee. These facilities need to be easily 
accessible and it is preferable to have these facilities within 30 metres from general 
workstations.  
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A room to make private phone calls can also be used for 
creative thinking time.

A closed focus room for tasks that require silence, can 
double up as a project room for teams of two people.

An informal setting such as a lounge with soft furniture often 
encourages sharing of ideas and knowledge.

Above - A library space like the one is great for research work 
or work that requires silence. Right – an informal, circular 
area that encourages teams to brainstorm together.
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Places to meet and eat encourage a comradery amongst staff, and provide a welcome break from work so that employees are refreshed 
before continuing with other tasks.  It is also a less formal place to take a laptop and get on with some work in a different environment 
or have an informal meeting.  Make sure these rooms are within easy access but closed so that the noise and food smells don’t spread 
throughout the office.

Formal meeting spaces are just as necessary as informal areas.  Remember to allow for movement around the table whilst people are 
seated and may have their chairs set back from the table.  Think about easy access to white boards and make sure that servers or other 
furniture don’t block or impede standing space in front of the white board.  Consider where you will place a tea tray and make sure that 
media screens can be seen by all and that there is a place to house any equipment if necessary.



Contact Paragon Interiors for a professional space planning, 
corporate interior design and change management service on 

+27 11 7065123  or send us a mail on info@paragon-interiors.co.za. 
We’d love to hear from you!

Whilst most people have an ability to visualise some of their ideas for space-planning 
their offices, it can be tricky to plan using the correct scale and to remember to 
include various facilities and requirements. 

It is also important to note that employee behaviour plays a huge role in the success of 
an office environment.     

A layout cannot work if you don’t have employee buy-in. Employees need to be 
included in the process especially if there is a change from cellular offices to open plan. 
They need to understand the benefits it will provide.  

Consider using a professional space planning company that includes change 
management services to guide the behaviour of your teams and give you 
peace of mind.  


